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189 households on NUW
189 votes could decide its future!
Make sure you have your say.
Voting starts early July...
YOU DECIDE.

Talk to us. If you have any questions or want to know more, contact:
Steve Suiter, East Thames Project Manager
Call: 020 8984 0793 or 07832 391 293
Email: steve.eastthames@thames.co.uk
Hugh Minney, Independent Tenant Advisor
Call: 07968 321 288
Email: hug.minney@gmail.com
A clear pattern of streets defines a series of appropriately scaled urban blocks and links to the riverside walk.
A clear pattern of streets defines a series of appropriately scaled urban blocks and links to the riverside walk.

Streets allow glimpses of theriver.
Terraces line the streets separating public and private open space.
A clear pattern of streets defines a series of appropriately scaled urban blocks and links to the riverside walk.

Streets allow glimpses of the river: terraces line the streets separating public and private open space.

Mass and form of the building elements maximise direct sunlight penetration to the spaces between buildings.
A clear pattern of streets defines a series of appropriately scaled urban blocks and links to the riverside walk. Streets allow glimpses of the river. Terraces line the streets separating public and private open space. Mass and form of the building elements maximise direct sunlight penetration to the spaces between buildings. Bind streets to the riverside walk with incident and variety.